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Detection of densely dispersed spherical bubbles in digital images
based on a template matching technique

Application to wet foams
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bstract

This work describes a, single-camera, bubble measurement system, which features a template-based detection method. The motivation for
he proposed approach is the poor performance of conventional methods towards bubble and particle detection in dense dispersions. The, poor,

erformance of such conventional approaches is reviewed, demonstrated and explained. The proposed approach utilizes templates to increase
obustness and an image scale-space to detect bubbles independently of their size. Furthermore, algorithmic optimizations for the proposed
pproach that target the reduction of computational complexity and user-intervention are proposed and compiled into a software application. This
oftware is then tested in the determination of bubble size distribution in decaying wet foam.
 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

This work concerns non-intrusive, or passive, optical imag-
ng methods for the spatial measurement of bubbles, droplets, or
articles (henceforth, globally referred to as particles) in dense
ispersions. Among them, optical methods are preferred due to
heir superb spatial resolution. Passive methods are frequently
equired when the studied phenomena are sensitive to interven-
ion of intrusive measuring probes. Non-optical, methods are
imited by the relatively coarser spatial granularity of the spatial
rrays in which e.g. electromagnetic sensors are arranged. These
assive methods find better application in measuring bulk par-
icle motion [1–3]. Similarly, optical velocimetry methods (e.g.

4–9]) utilize statistical properties of small image regions (e.g.
ptical flow) to volumetrically estimate average velocity at each
oint in space.
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Optical tomography methods have been reported for the anal-
sis of 3D foams [10,11]. These methods utilize a series of
mages at different focal distances that are acquired simultane-
usly (or synchronously enough for the studied phenomenon)
o obtain 3D representations of particle systems. In [12–14]

odulating the focus of a still camera while acquiring images
f a nearly motionless polyhedral foam structure produces a
eries of images in which particle silhouettes come in and out
f focus, as a function of the depth field. Then, detecting the
mage at which a particle is focused best, provides the cue to
ts distance—see [15] for a review on optical tomography sys-
ems. Although tomographic methods have been successful for
he analysis of quasi-stable dry foams, it is doubtful whether
hey could be as effective with unstable wet foams. In these
ases, not only synchronous measurements are tedious but also
he intense curvature of the gas/liquid interfaces and the finite
ize of Plateau borders can highly distort the images away from
he foam boundaries. In more stable foams, tomographic meth-
ds have been combined with 360◦ X-ray tomography along the

epth to acquire a clear image of the particle outline at each level
f depth [16–18].

A central problem in both tomography-based or simple opti-
al measurement methods is the detection of the particle, which
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s hindered by numerous factors/effects such as occlusions, high-
ights, image clarity, imaging distortions and artifacts, etc.—see
19] for a review of the specific problems arising in the anal-
sis of foam images. The approach proposed in this paper, is
pplicable to the case of detecting particles in a single image.
t is applicable in the detection of focused particles in optical
omography images and the further problem of selecting only
he focused particles is addressed in Section 3.5.

The approach proposed in this paper, aims at the individ-
al detection and measurement of particles in single images
ith minimal user-intervention. The role of appearance-based

pproaches is studied in the effort to provide a generic approach
o particle detection that is invariant to different types of particles
nd that is robust to local changes of particle appearance, due
o reflections, occlusions, shadows, and highlights. Of special
nterest to this work is the measurement of dense particle dis-
ersions as conventional methods suffer from weaknesses in this
ondition. If detection is successfully performed, the motion and
isformation of particles can then be accurately monitored, due
o the fine resolution of optical sensors (e.g. [20–23]). Given

high enough frame rate to assume motion continuity, con-
our disformation can be accurately tracked using deformable
ontours [24] and particle trajectories can be estimated
hrough the Kalman family of stochastically optimal estimators
25].

This paper deals with particle detection and size determina-
ion in dense dispersions using an appearance-based approach.
s a first step, only roughly spherical particles are considered,
choice which reduces computational effort and allows to get

nsight in other critical aspects of the proposed approach. A rel-
vant application of high technological interest is monitoring of
he decay of wet foams, e.g. in food systems, with time. Extend-
ng the analysis to other shapes is straightforward and can be
asily implemented. Work on this topic as well as the analy-
is of particle motion and tracking is underway and will be the
ubject of subsequent publications.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
ion 2, the current state-of-the-art on image analysis techniques
s presented and the specific needs for the present application
dense dispersions) are depicted. In Section 3, the technical fea-
ures of the proposed appearance-based approach are explained
nd ways to optimize its performance are proposed. In Section
, the method is enhanced to operate with multiple prototypes
nd also automatically synthesize novel ones, which are more
haracteristic and increase detection rates. In Section 5, the
nalysis is implemented to foam images taken at different time
ntervals and the results are discussed with respect to both the
ignificance of the obtained information and also the physi-
al mechanism(s) dictating foam decay. Finally, in Section 6
onclusions are discussed and future directions of this work
utlined.

. Previous work
Particle detection and measurement has been traditionally
erformed in a, more or less, manual manner in different
omains of study (e.g. [21,22,26–28]). The problems in foam
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maging analysis are comprehensibly described in [19,29] a
eview of methods for the detection and measurement of par-
icles can be found. As it can be therein verified, similar image
nalysis techniques can be utilized to measure particles in dif-
erent states.

Several of the existing approaches to particle measurement
re not suitable for the detection of densely dispersed parti-
les, because they assume that the targets are imaged clearly
nd do not overlap each other in the image. Images of over-
apping particles produce errors in approaches that either track
he contour of a particle, or group its pixels, because a sin-
le – and bigger – particle is detected instead of two or more
e.g. [30]). In [27], the edges corresponding to a detected cir-
le have been polynomially interpolated. The extraction of an
nergy-minimizing closed-contour, or “snake” [31,32], has been
pplied [33,34] but only in single particle measurement or
parse dispersions. In dense dispersions, initializing the con-
our is a further issue since the particle has to be detected in
he first place. Another algorithmic approach attempts to clus-
er pixels in groups that correspond to the same particle, based
n spectral properties (e.g. color or intensity) and proximity
20,22,33]. Beside the erroneous behavior in cases of overlap,
ixel-grouping methods require highly controlled image acqui-
ition so that pixels corresponding to the same object exhibit
he same photometric values—a requirement not always simple
o meet.

In a different type of approach, the idealized contour of a par-
icle is utilized as an exemplar. A generic and straightforward

odel-based approach to the detection of image contours of
nown shape is the Hough transform [35], which operates in the
mage obtained from detecting edges in the original (see Section
.1). In this context, Canny [36] and Laplacian edge detection
ave been utilized ([37,20], respectively). When the method is
ormulated for circles, it collects votes from edges that occur on
he circumference of hypothesized circles. The exhaustive eval-
ation of all hypotheses is avoided by considering only plausible
nes, based on the detected edges. The hypotheses that collect
nough votes are considered then as detected circles. Hough
ransforms are utilized to detect circular and square particles
n [38], but again for a few isolated targets only in the acquired
mage. This approach faces significant performance degradation
n dense dispersions of particles, because the edges of densely
rranged and/or overlapping particles vote for spurious circle
ypotheses. To this difficultly adds the fact that often the image’s
dges do not unambiguously match the assumed geometrical
odel for the target (e.g. a circle in this case). The difficulty is

ue to image noise and illumination artifacts (e.g. clutter, shad-
ws/highlights, occlusions), because such phenomena alter the
hape of the particles and also create spurious circular shapes
n the image that do not correspond to particles. The results
btained by the Hough transform (see Fig. 1) indicate that using
model of the target significantly increases the robustness of

etection, however a circle proves too simple to cope with the

omplexity of the visual appearance of encountered in generic
mages. Nevertheless, a detection-conservative version of this
pproach is found helpful in initializing the method proposed in
his paper and described in more detail at the end of this section.
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Fig. 1. Detection of particles (bubbles) utilizing the Hough method in an image (top left) of a dense dispersion (wet foam) and detail of the image center and
corresponding edges, with the detected circles superimposed (rest of images). The votes for each hypothesized circle are equal to the number of edge-pixels that
o ted as
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ccur along its circumference. In the edge image, particles are not always depic
core than correct ones.

An appearance-based way to determine if a particle appears
ithin an image region is the similarity comparison of this

egion with a prototype image of the particle. This technique
s usually referred as template matching. To perform the com-
arison, metrics of image region similarity are employed that
ompare intensity values of the image region with the proto-
ype. Two such metrics are the sum of absolute differences and
he sum of squared differences. Another metric utilized in com-
aring the similarity of two image regions of the same size is to
ompute the normalized cross-correlation, ncc, of their sample

opulations (of color or intensity). The ncc metric is invariant
o local variations of illumination and, as a result, it provides
he same value despite the possible occurrence of the candi-
ate target as relatively darker or brighter than the prototype. Its

r
A
b
o

perfect circles and thus spurious circles (e.g. at 450, 250) can collect a highest

ormula is

cc =

∑
x,y

[f1(x, y) − f̄1][f2(x, y) − f̄2]

√∑
x,y

[f1(x, y) − f̄1]2∑
x,y

[f1(x, y) − f̄2]2
, (1)

here f1 is the prototype image, f2 the compared image regions,
nd f̄1,2 are the respective mean values of these regions. The
enominator normalizes the value set of the function to be in the

egion [−1, 1], with negative values indicating anti-correlation.

review of this type of several correlation-based methods can
e found at [39]. To date, however, such approaches have been
nly tried [40–43] in the context of sparse particle dispersions
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nd for simple particles of similar or the same size. Handling
articles of various sizes and complex form requires further scale
nalysis and handling of multiple prototypes, as shown in this
aper.

.1. Application of the Hough transform to the detection of
ensely dispersed circular particles

A sophisticated implementation of the Hough approach to
ircular particle detection can be the following:

1) Perform Canny edge detection.
2) Perform circular Hough transform on the edge image.
3) Perform least-squares optimization with circle pixels (from

Hough) to find best-fitting circles.

Step 1 is enhanced by employing a scale-space analysis [44]
n the computation of the image gradient. In particular, the gra-
ient is computed at the scale that best matches the size of the
ocal structure [45]. Utilizing such an approach image edges are
etected in the image with increased clarity and robustness.

Fig. 1 shows that spurious maxima occur in Hough space, due
o the voting of circle hypotheses by edges that occur on some
ypothetical circle but not on the outline of a particle—a spatial
rrangement that becomes more probable as density increases.
iscriminability of valid maxima in Hough space is further

educed by the presence of shadows, highlights, and occlusions,
hich may occur in such an arrangement that give rise to cir-

ular image structures that do not correspond to real particles.
s a result, either too few or too many particles are detected
epending on how high the threshold is set on the number of
otes required to detect a circle. Some further discrimination can
e obtained by invoking low-level heuristics such as complete-
ess [46], or higher-order continuity information. On the other
and, a few circles can be reliably detected if the highest scoring
axima in Hough space are selected. The corresponding image

dges are then erased and the detection is repeated. Iterating this
rocess for a small number of repeats can be utilized to reliably

etect a portion of the targets. This version, although very con-
ervative in detecting particles, is utilized in our experiments
or the initial detection of ≈ 20% of the total detection targets,
hich are then used as exemplars for the detection of the rest.

P
r
a

ig. 2. Original image and prototype (left two) and similarity maps (right two) for a 2
s not evaluated in a �w/2�-pixel border around the image, because the w × w neighb
cochem. Eng. Aspects  309 (2007) 96–106 99

. An appearance based approach

In the proposed approach, particles are detected based on
heir appearance, rather than on a model (e.g. circle). A par-
icle is selected from the original image, I, and utilized as a
rototype to detect the rest. To do so, its image region is com-
ared with every possible pixel-neighborhood in the original
mage—mapping similarity values to image coordinates. In this
imilarity function, a similar image neighborhood of the same
ize appears as local maximum (LM), whose locus indicates
he coordinates of the matching image region. Detecting similar
articles, but at a different size or posture, can be achieved by
espectively resizing or rotating the prototype. Each of the invari-
nces to size and rotation, increases computational complexity
nd, therefore, in the last subsection techniques that target its
eduction are proposed.

.1. Single prototype, single scale

In the simplest formulation, the targeted particles are of equal
ize, let w × w, to the prototype P: for each pixel �p in I, a w × w

eighborhood, N, around �p is considered. The ncc(N, P) value
s then associated with location �p. The result is a “similarity

ap” S of equal size to I (see Fig. 2). In this image, matching
eighborhoods appear as spatially local similarity-maxima. The
imilarity value map to be smooth, because neighboring pixels
orrespond to overlapping regions with similar pixels in com-
on positions. A pixel of S is a LM if its value is greater that that

f the eight neighboring pixels. A thresholding of S precedes the
M detection in order to exclude LMs of very low ncc value.

In dense dispersions of bubbles, an important detail of imple-
enting the ncc function is to estimate similarity for circular

ρ = w/2) image patches, because rectangular ones tend to par-
ially image neighboring particles.

.2. Multiple scales
To detect visually similar areas to P but at a different scale,
is interpolated at the new size, i.e. w′ × w′. The procedure is

epeated for a range R of sizes and the generated similarity maps
re stacked to create V, a similarity scale-space (see Fig. 3). LM

5 × 25 and a 50 × 50 pixel (rightmost) resampling of the prototype. Similarity
orhoods centered at these loci exceed the limits of I.
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Fig. 3. The similarity scale-space generated by stacking similarity maps
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the high resolution image. For a resolution reduction by a factor
of β, a (1 + �β/2�)3 neighborhood of the scale-space of the orig-
inal image is considered. Speedup is then O1 + β3O(β3)/O(β3).
In our experiments, β = 1/3.
btained for increasingly dense resamplings of the prototype. A local maximum
n this space corresponds to the size and the location of a matching neighborhood
n the image.

etection is now performed in 3D neighborhoods of 26 voxels.1

he 3D locus of the LM corresponds to image coordinates and
article size.

In practice, the computation above is implemented in a way
hat conserves memory, because generating and storing V may
ot be feasible when I and R are large. Thus, instead, V is “swept”
long the scale dimension storing at any time only three simi-
arity maps as follows: let r, c the pixel dimensions of I. A r × c

ndex J is first zero-initialized to store the highest similarity value
t each image locus and the size of the corresponding prototype.
t a given scale k, the r × c × 3 matrix B contains the three
× c similarity maps Sk−1, Sk, Sk+1 corresponding to scales
− 1, k, k + 1, in that order. Local maxima are computed only

or Sk. For each LM whose similarity score is greater than that
ecorded at the same position in J, J’s is updated with its score
nd size (at that position). For the next scale, maps are shifted
n B, Sk+2 is placed in the last slot and the process repeated.
he procedure is iterated for all scales in R, with k commencing

rom the second and terminating at the penultimate. At the end,
on-zero values of J indicate the loci of the detected particles
nd their sizes.

.3. Detecting rotated versions of the prototype

Evaluation of rotated versions of P can be utilized to
btain invariance of the similarity match to rotation. At
ach scale-space location (x, y, w), the result stored in S is:
axα[ncc(Pα, In)], where Pα is P rotated by α ∈ [0, 2π) about
ts center and In the w × w image neighborhood at �p.
To obtain a rotated version of the prototype and still retain the,

ractically required, same kernel shape the prototype is resam-
led from I. The loci of the resampling are derived from the

1 In this case, voxel (or “volumetric-pixel”) is the 3D equivalent of the (2D)
ixel and is referred to as a volume element that represents a value on the regular
rid of the three-dimensional similarity scale-space.

F
t
h
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nitial, integer, sampling coordinates �pi = [pix, piy]T ∈ In but
ransformed as R(α) ∗ (�pi − �p) + �p, where R(α) is the rotation
atrix for angle α. Intensity samples are obtained at these loci

y interpolating I. In our experiments rotation was not utilized,
elying on the omnidirectional symmetry of the targets, to reduce
omputational complexity.

.4. Performance optimization

The computational cost of computing the similarity map of
to I is O1 = O(m n w2), where m × n I’s dimensions. This

omplexity scales to O(nα) · O(ns) · O1 for nα rotations and ns
cales.

A first approach in performing the computation efficiently
s based on [43], but extends the optimization even further
y utilizing convolution (as a multiplication in the spectral
omain) to precompute the intermediate results of image mean
nd variance that are required in Eq. (1). To retain the shape
f the compared neighborhoods the convolution kernel is circu-
ar, instead of square. The continuity of the similarity function
cross scale-space facilitates a coarse-to-fine approach to the
etection of LMs that reduces the performed ncc comparisons.
cale-space volume V is sampled coarsely by assuming a sparser
iscretization of scale (w) and space (pixels) and LMs are then
etected at this, coarsest, scale-space discretization. Iteratively,
his discretization is refined by a factor of 2, but only at the neigh-
orhoods of the previously detected LMs. Speedup in this case
s content dependent and determined by the amount of LMs. In
ur experiments, LMs were still robustly detected after 2 coars-
nings of the discretization and the obtained speedup was in the
ange of 4–6. Fig. 4 illustrates the approach. The first scale is
omputed exhaustively, but subsequent ones are computed only
t the regions where the previous scale exhibited a high similarity
alue (the bright regions in the images).

An additional complexity optimization, refers to images of
igh resolution. Prior and independently to the above optimiza-
ion, the image is subsampled at a sparser resolution. The basic
haracteristics of the targets still survive this transformation.
fter LMs are detected in the lower resolution image, a final cor-

elation step is performed to map the localization results back to
ig. 4. Coarse-to-fine detection of particles. The three images show the a sec-
ion of the similarity scale-space generated by an image and a prototype. The
orizontal axis corresponds to an image row and the vertical to scale.
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Another performance improvement refers to increasing
he precision of detection, rather than reducing the compu-
ation to obtain this detection. The localization of targets
ith subpixel accuracy was obtained by fitting a circle

x − a)2 + (y − b)2 = ρ2, in the least-squares sense to the set
f edges {(xi, yi)}mi=1, m ≥ 3 that occur nearby the circum-
erence of the detected target. The result is obtained from
he result of the search for the [x, y, ρ] tuple that minimizes
he E(x, y, ρ) = ∑m

i=1(Li − ρ)2 energy function, where Li =
(xi − a)2 + (y − b)2 (see [47] for an implementation).
Finally, two practical acceleration techniques are proposed.

he first refers to the utilization of multiple prototypes (see Sec-
ion 4). Once targets have been estimated for the first prototype,
he search for the successing ones is restricted to image regions
or which a target has not been yet detected. The second tech-
ique refers to temporally continuous image sequences, where
he result of the previous frame is utilized to restrict the search in
he next frame. The detected targets will represent the majority
f targets in the image and its remainder is then processed as in
he above technique.

.5. Focus

The particular wet foam images that are analyzed in this
aper, represent foam bubbles that are in contact with the trans-
arent wall of the container and so lie at a known – and more or
ess constant – distance from the camera. That is, the majority of
he recorded particles were within the employed depth of field.
hus the image size of particles could eventually be measured in
ctual units, by accounting for the above distance and the intrin-
ic camera parameters (focal length, pixel size and image resolu-
ion). Further accuracy can be obtained by accounting for the per-
pective and lens distortion, as well. Yet, a few bubbles were still
ut of focus and therefore have to be excluded from the analysis.
his was so because between neighboring wall bubbles, silhou-
ttes of bubbles further inside the foam were discerned. In addi-
ion, in more generic experiments the distance of particles from
he camera may not be a priori known. To deal with situations
here particles lie at appreciably different focal lengths the soft-
are provides the means to select only in-focus particles. Simple

tandard techniques have been incorporated for this. A cue to the
istance of an imaged particle is available from the sharpness, or
ocus accuracy, by which particles appear in images. If the cam-
ra system is focused at distance R, then only particles occurring
t that distance (R) from the optical center will be focused on
he image plane. Thus, the measurement process may – at least
select the focused particles and estimate their actual sizes.
The sharpness of the silhouette of a particle in the image,

r otherwise the steepness of the variation that intensity under-
oes at the corresponding image locations, is considered as a
etric of the above cue and measured by the magnitude of the

mage gradient (|∇I|) at these locations. A per-particle metric

f this sharpness can be formulated by integrating |∇I| along
he circumference of the particle in the image and normalizing
or the length of this circumference, to equally treat particles of
ifferent sizes. In discrete images, the following formula can be

w
e

a
g
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tilized:

harpness =

Nc∑
i

|∇I(xi, yi)|

Nc
, (2)

here Nc is the number of pixels along the circumference of
he particles image (a circle in the experiments presented in
his paper) and xi, yi are the pixel coordinates of the image
ocations of the corresponding Nc pixels. A threshold τf can be
hen utilized to select the focused particles.

The threshold-setting process can be tedious since the opti-
al threshold value may heavily depend on the image type.
herefore, a technique is employed to increase the automation
f the above process. The detected particles are visually sorted
n decreasing order of sharpness. Then, the user selects the least
ocused particle that may be included in the set of particles
o measure and τf is automatically set at the sharpness value
hat was obtained for the selected particle. In consecutive mea-
urements, the system remembers the previous setting of the
hreshold and offers the corresponding value as a default value
hich, however, the user may update.

. Detecting multiple patterns

Often the targets to be detected in I exhibit differences regard-
ng their visual appearance, due to the imaging apparatus or
ue to actual differences of their structure. A way to overcome
his difficulty is to utilize multiple prototypes, obtain individual
esults and, then, merge them. In this section, the above pro-
ess is studied and a way to automate the selection of multiple
rototypes is proposed.

.1. Merging results from multiple prototypes

Utilizing multiple prototypes is performed by repeating the
rocedure of Section 3 for each Pi and concatenating the
btained results. In this process, however, a particle may not
nly be detected more than once but also in slightly different
rrangements of [x, y, ρ]. A method to merge the individual
esults is proposed that selects the most accurate out of multiple
ocalizations of a target.

The first step is to group the N detected particles based on
he target that they indicate. Multiple detections of a single tar-
et are detected as being overlapping to a great extent (e.g.

30%, in our experiments). A N × N Cartesian matrix, Eij ,
s then generated, which represents the percentage of overlap
rea between any two particles i and j. For two circular targets
�oi, ρi) and (�oj, ρj) overlap is signified by comparison of their
enter distance δ = |�oi − �oj| to their radii difference |ρi − ρj|.
f overlapping, the above percentage is given by the ratio of
he common area of the two targets over the area of the great-
st circle. This common area is the intersection of two circles

hich can be computed as the sum of the two half-lens areas in

ach circle: h(ρi, τ) + h(ρj, τ), where τ = (d2 − ρ2
j + ρ2

i )/2δ

nd h(ρ, τ) = ρ2 cos−1(τ/ρ) − τ(ρ2 − τ2)
1/2

. The detected tar-
ets are grouped in sets that correspond to the same particle, by
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ig. 5. Utilization of synthetic prototypes. Top left image shows the detection
ow are synthesized from this result. When the synthetic prototypes are utilized

ecursively searching E for all the circles that overlap each other
t the same image region.

The next step is to select a representative for each group, that
est fits the detected target. The selection is based on the com-
leteness metric which is the ratio of the number edge elements
long the circumference of the circle over the arc length of this
ircumference. In this case, completeness is a better criterion
han utilizing the ncc, because it is based on edges that indeed
elong to the particle.

The particles are outputted in tuples of [x, y, ρ] that repre-
ent the detected circles. This representation permits topological
easurements such as for example the image area “occupied”

y particles or not. In our wet foam, it may be of interest to com-
ute the fraction of pixels imaging liquid (lamellaes and plateau
orders) over the rest imaging gas (bubbles), for each horizon-
al image line. An efficient way to perform this computation is
o scan all image rows and at each row Y calculate the pixel
ccupied by the detected circles. For each circle O(x, y, ρ) that
y − Y | < ρ this area is

√
ρ2 − (y − Y )2, else this area is 0.

.2. Automating the prototype selection process
Manually selecting prototypes for target detection can be
tedious process, especially if the visual diversity of targets

s large. To reduce human intervention, the circular Hough
ransform can be utilized, as described in Section 2.1 in order

w
g

ticles with the bottom left prototype. The rest of the prototypes in the bottom
e particles are detected (top right).

o reliably obtain some initial prototypes. The images of these
argets are then analyzed to generate new, synthetic prototypes
s follows.

All of the extracted image patches are initially interpolated
o the size of the largest target, let wM × wM. The interpolated
mages are then considered as vectors in w2

M space, whose w2
M

omponents are the intensity values within the extracted patch.
lustering of these data is then performed, assuming that visu-
lly similar vectors will be classified in the same cluster. The
tilized clustering approach is K-means [48] in combination
ith the Schwarz criterion [49] to automatically determine the
umber of clusters. For each derived cluster, the vector that min-
mizes the distances in M2-space is computed as the eigenvalues
rom a principal component analysis (PCA). Each such vector is
onsidered as characteristic of the cluster and utilized as a new
rototype. This prototype may not be found in the image since
t is synthesized from the w2

M that comprise this mean vector.
he procedure is illustrated in Fig. 5.

. Implementation and measurements

.1. A prototype system implementation
The similarity matching techniques presented in this paper
ere compiled in a standalone computer application with a
raphical user interface, created in Borland’s Builder C++ 6.
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ig. 6. Result (right) of the automatic compensation for radial distortion on an o
mage are straight in reality.

Prior to the main analysis images were preprocessed to
tandard error-reduction and edge-enhancement, but were also
arped to compensate for the radial distortion of the optical

ens. This compensation tends to increase both the accuracy of
easurement and the particle detection rate. To perform this

orrection an estimation of the intrinsic camera parameters was
equired. This estimation can be obtained either manually or
utomatically through a calibration process. Automatic calibra-
ion requires that some particular feature is present and detected
n the image and the accuracy of calibration is determined
y the accuracy by which this feature was localized. A sim-
le and effective approach is to utilize straight lines that are
etected in the image for this feature as in [50](demonstrated
n Fig. 6). In cases where such features are unavailable, or
or greater accuracy, manual estimation is preferred. The pro-
ess is typically tedious, but can simplified by software utilities
e.g. [51]).

Using the graphical interface, the user selects a few prototype
articles (e.g. 10) to bootstrap the detection process. In addition,
ome initial prototypes are reliably extracted as in Section 2.1.
his initialization process requires less time as more images are
rocessed, because the system creates a library of prototypes
o be utilized in the forthcoming measurements. To increase
fficiency, this library is proposed to be comprised from the
rototypes synthesized after the first detection stages (see Sec-
ion 4.2). After the initial set of prototypes is determined, the
orrelation procedure of Section 3 is performed. The detected
articles are then indicated in the original image. If detection
f the particles is not complete the user is prompted to indicate
ome more prototypes, out of the particles that were not detected
nd the procedure is repeated. Finally, the user may correct the
esult by individually deleting or adding particles.

In Fig. 7 the user interface to the above procedure is shown.
n the top row, the user selects three prototypes (left) to detect
everal but not all particles (right). In the bottom row, adding two

ore prototypes (left) increases the number of detected particles

right). At the top left part of the above screen prints, detected
articles are indicated in the original image. The bottom right
art of these screen prints shows the prototypes. In the user inter-

f
b
8
a

l image (left), based on the assumption that the distorted horizontal lines in the

ace, the detected particles are classified by size in three panels,
orresponding to small, medium, and large. Within each panel,
he detected particles are sorted by similarity to the prototype.
he user has the option of automatically rejecting the group
f particles that are more dissimilar to the prototype than an
ndicated particle in these panels, or individually.

The difficulties encountered using the prototype implementa-
ion give rise to future research topics that are further discussed
n Section 6. The most crucial is the relatively large computa-
ional time of the correlation step, which on average required

15 min for the measurement of the ≈ 80% of the bubbles in
5 × 106 pixel image.

.2. Measurements

Foams were generated by whipping air into 300 ml of a 0.5%
w/v) soya protein (VIOTREK AVEE) and 0.10% (w/v) xan-
han gum (SIGMA) solution using a Sunbeam Mixmaster mixer
or 10 min at 900 rpm. The pH of the solution was at its natural
alue, 6.9, without any adjustment. Xanthan gum was used to
ncrease the viscosity of the solution. Right after whipping the
oam was decanted in a cylindrical test vessel with inner diameter
.0 cm and height 17 cm. The test vessel was made of Plexiglas
o allow optical observations. High resolution photographs of
he foam were taken at regular intervals at the mid height of the
essel using a still camera (Canon, EOS 350D, 8 Mp) equipped
ith proper magnification lenses (Pentax, FA100 macro, F2.8).
dual probe fiber optic system (HAISER Macrospot 1500)

upplemented with thin fiber extensions was employed to illu-
inate the foam uniformly from the back. The field of view was
.5 cm × 1.5 cm which assured that several bubbles would be
ontained in the image even at long times after foam formation
hen bubbles become excessively large (d ≈ 1.5 mm). Bubble

izes were determined from the images to obtain the bubble size
istribution. Only sharp focus/clear edge bubbles were selected

rom the population of each image for the analysis. The selected
ubbles span evenly across images and always include above
0% of the entire population. This represents more than 1700
nd 400 bubbles for short and long times, respectively.
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Fig. 7. The user interface that was created

Fig. 8 shows the variation of bubble size distribution with
espect to time as determined from the analysis of the photos.
or clarity, bubble sizes are divided into four distinct classes
bins) spanning between 250 and 1250 �m. In fact, there are also
few bubbles below and above these limits but their number is

o small that do not affect the distribution. Initially the foam
s quite homogeneous with more than ≈ 90% of the detected
ubble population between 250 and 500 �m. The situation does
ot change much for the first 10 min. Sometime between 10

nd 20 min, a small but clear alteration occurs with the smaller
ubbles to partially vanish in favor of larger ones while remain-
ng the dominant population (>≈ 80%) in the foam. After that

ig. 8. Variation of bubble size distribution (bars) and average liquid fraction
line) of the foam with respect to time.
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cess the proposed method’s functionality.

oment and up to 30 min, again no drastic activity is observed.
uddenly, at some instant between 30 and 40 min a large size
edistribution takes place. This is manifested by the great reduc-
ion of the smaller bubbles (250–500 �m) and the sound increase
f the second class of bubbles (500–750 �m). In addition, very
arge bubbles (1000–1250 �m) appear for the first time. From
hat moment on, there is a gradual reduction of the two smaller
ize-classes and a progressive increase of the two larger ones.

For foam bubbles containing air, bubble coarsening may be
mechanism competing effectively to liquid drainage. To what

xtent which of the two mechanisms control foam decay is not
lear as it depends on several characteristics of the system. Yet,
his is beyond the scope of this work. Fig. 8 displays also the
ime evolution of the average liquid fraction in the entire foam
olumn calculated from global volumetric measurements of the
nstantaneous foam and drained liquid volumes. For such wet
oams (typically met in food applications) having a considerable
eight, capillary hold-up effects at the bottom of the foam can
e neglected and vertical liquid fraction gradients practically
anish (e.g. [52]). Thus the average liquid fraction of the foam
olumn may be compared to local information from the photos.
n Fig. 8, up to 20 min virtually no change in liquid fraction

s observed being followed by a rather steady decline at longer
imes. Apparently, liquid fraction variations do not reflect the
tepwise alterations taking place in the bubble population of the
oam and more work is needed to understand the underlying
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henomena. For this, advanced image analysis tools such as the
resent are necessary.

. Conclusion

In this paper, the template matching approach for the detec-
ion of particles was extended to operate in multiple scales and
ith multiple prototypes. In addition, techniques for increasing

ts computational efficiency and methods to reduce user-
ntervention were introduced. The techniques were implemented
n a stand-alone piece of software which was then utilized to ana-
yze the evolution of bubble size distribution in a typical food
wet) foam. Comparisons between the evolution of bubble size
nd liquid fraction in the foam demonstrate that accurate optical
etermination of bubble size distribution is important in order
o interpret phenomena controlling foam decay.

Underway is research is to implement the most computation-
lly demanding operations to be executed in commodity graphics
ardware (or the Graphics Processing Unit), to further accelerate
he present software. This approach has been recently gaining
n popularity, due advances in parallel graphics hardware (see
53]).
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